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Abstract – In this paper, a visual domain ontology 

(VDO) is constructed using OWL-Lite Language. The 
VDO passes through two execution phases, namely, 
construction and inferring phases. In the construction 
phase, OWL classes are initialized, with reference to 
annotated scenes, and connected by hierarchical, 
spatial, and content-based relationships 
(presence/absence of some objects depends on other 
objects). In the inferring phase, the VDO is used to 
infer knowledge about an unknown scene. This paper 
aims to use a standard language, namely, OWL, to 
represent non-standard visual knowledge; facilitate 
straightforward ontology enrichment; and define the 
rules for inferring based on the constructed ontology. 
The OWL standardizes the constructed knowledge and 
facilitates advanced inferring because it is built on top 
of the first-order logic and description logic. The VDO 
then allows an efficient representation and reasoning of 
complex visual knowledge. In addition to 
representation, the VDO enables easy extension, 
sharing, and reuse of the represented visual knowledge. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Several image-processing applications, such as 
image classification, object recognition, and image 
disambiguation, are based on a supervised or semi-
supervised learning process, which involves training 
and predicting phases. The training phase used 
training data to construct a model that usually 
handles low-level features and/or image labels. 
Predicting employs an input with unknown or 
ambiguous labels and uses the constructed model to 
predict output labels. These simple applications 
handle minimum visual information provided by the 
constructed model. The new trends in computer 
vision and image processing move toward semantic 
technique for image classification, object 
recognition, segmentation, and disambiguation. 
Implementing the complex recognition and 
predicting tasks of semantic techniques requires an 
extensive and expressive knowledge source to 
replace the temporary models constructed on-the-fly 
in the training phase. Ontology is one of the well-
known sources of knowledge. It is a formal 
knowledge representation that handles a set of 
concepts within a domain, their relationships, and 
properties [1].  

Constructing an ontology to handle visual 
knowledge is not a trivial task. Visual knowledge is 
complex and heterogeneous. For example, features 
may be represented as a vector of numerical values 
with uncertainties. Spatial information may be 
represented as direction in 2D space, and content 
information may be represented as tuple of two or 
more entries. Ontology for the visual domain should 
represent such heterogeneity and enable high-level 
prediction and recognition. Moreover, ontology 
should be general-purpose for various applications 
and for facilitating the links between image 
applications toward a semantic image processing 
pipeline[1].  

Several existing approaches have been proposed to 
construct ontologies for semantic image-processing 
applications, such as using ontologies for semantic 
feature extractions [2],[3],[4], semantic image 
segmentations [5],[6], and semantic object 
recognition [7],[8]. These approaches are pioneers in 
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using ontologies, and their constructed and utilized 
ontologies are task oriented but suffer from the 
following drawbacks: storing low-level features and 
their object identities only; having a weak structure; 
and limited ability to fit the task at hand because of 
the utilization of simple encoding languages and 
techniques. Moreover, these techniques cannot 
construct a consistent complex visual knowledge 
source.  

Scholars must construct visual knowledge 
ontology by using standard knowledge representation 
languages, such as RDF and Web Ontology 
Language (OWL). This paper introduces visual 
domain ontology (VDO), a formal representation of 
visual domain knowledge, by using OWL Lite. The 
well-defined syntax of OWL represented in RDF 
triples and RDF graph, its formal semantics, and its 
sufficient expressive power can efficiently represent 
complex knowledge in a restricted visual domain [9]. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
provides a brief description of the ontology. Section 
3 highlights some of the previous works in the 
ontologization of image knowledge. Section 4 
describes the structure and components of the 
proposed VDO, its implementation using OWL Lite, 
and the reasoning mechanisms that must be 
incorporated with the ontology. Section 5 presents 
the implication of the proposed work. Section 6 
concludes the study. 

 
 

2. Ontology 
 
Ontology is a conceptual knowledge representation 

that can be interpreted by both human and computer. 
Ontology of a given domain should cover the abstract 
information for that domain, that is, domain 
components. Ontology of visual knowledge should 
represent visual information, which can be 
summarized as follows: low-level features that are 
directly extracted from the images and images’ 
objects; the association of the low-level features to 
object identity (feature-to-object) under uncertainty 
values; content information that represents the 
presence/absence of several objects together in the 
scene; and objects’ spatial relationships and context 
information represented by non-visual domain-
knowledge [10]. For ontology components, 
ontology involves concepts and hierarchical 
relationships, which are used to represent and 
categorize the domain components. In an ontology, 
each category is represented by a concept and 
different categories are connected to each other 
through hierarchical relationships. In addition, 
ontology may involve additional components, such 
as properties and other relationships, which enrich 
the ontology and enable efficient knowledge 
representation. Concepts are connected to each other 

via hierarchical and non-hierarchical relationships to 
create the ontology structure, which allows the 
ontology to be represented broadly by general-
purpose data structures of graphs and trees. The 
stated relationships between the underlying ontology 
concepts are guaranteed through the relationships 
(represented by edges) among these concepts. 
Moreover, these edges infer relationships in the so-
called reasoning. The ontology specification can be 
represented using general-purpose programming 
languages or tools; this representation is denoted as 
general representation of ontology. However, this 
representation cannot construct complex knowledge 
because the ontology grows; this phenomenon leads 
to high chance for inconsistency and connectivity 
loss because of the lack of rules to control the 
construction. Figure 1. shows a simple visual 
ontology that represents visual information by using 
a general-purpose graph. “Outdoor” is a concept 
connected through a hierarchy relationship to 
“Everything” in high levels and “Animal” in low 
levels. Non-hierarchy relationship “on-top” connects 
concepts to one another. Properties such as “has-
Texture” and “has-Color” associate property values 
with a specific concept.  

 

 
Figure 1. Graph Representation of Visual Knowledge 

Ontology  
 
Advances in ontology representation have been 

associated with the semantic web and the emergence 
of standard ontology languages, such as RDF and 
OWL. OWL prevents inconsistency and looseness 
and is considered an inference technique because it is 
built on top of the first-order and description logic. 
Ontology concepts are defined using such languages, 
besides existing hierarchical relationships and 
properties, as ontology classes; actual objects, which 
belong to a specific ontology class, are represented as 
individuals. The OWL syntax is represented in RDF 
triples. The triple structure is {subject – relationship 

Everything 

Outdoor Indoor 

Grass Sand  

Animal 

Green 

0.3 

Smooth 

0.1 

on-Top 
has-Texture 

uncertainty uncertainty 

has-Color 
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– object}. Figure 2. shows an example triple. 
However, visual knowledge requires a tuple of more 
than three elements. For example, a five-tuple 
representation is required, structured as {Object – 
hasFeature – Feature – hasUncertainty – 
Uncertainty}, to encode low-level features with 
associated uncertainty. A triple can encode the first 
three elements by using RDF triples to represent five 
tuple, and the last two elements should be 
represented in another triple and connected to one of 
the elements of the first triple (subject, object or 
relation). This construction is not trivial and a real 
problem in visual knowledge ontologization.  

 

 
Figure 2. Example of RDF triples 

 
To dwell on this issue, scholars represent visual 

knowledge as: {Grass – hasColor – Green – 
hasUncertaintyValue – 0.7}, {Apple – hasColor – 
Green – hasUncertaintyValue – 0.6}, {Apple – 
hasColor – Red – hasUncertaintyValue – 0.4}. These 
relationships are represented in five tuples and 
should be divided into triples to be represented using 
OWL. The first triples out of each tuple can be 
constructed easily as follows: {Grass – hasColor – 
Green}, {Apple – hasColor – Green}, {Apple – 
hasColor – Red}. The second set of triple contains 
two elements, and the third element should 
intuitively be used as the connector between the first 
and second set of triples. If the second triple is 
associated with the subject of the first triple set, then 
a disassociation problem arises. For example, if the 
following two triples exist in a single ontology 
{Grass – hasColor – Green}, {Apple – hasColor – 
Green}, then adding uncertainty values to the object 
(Green) in a new triple will then lead to the following 
two triples {Green – value – 0.7} and {Green – value 
– 0.6}. The four triples will lead to the situation 
where the association between the objects (Apple, 
Grass) and their green color uncertainty values has 
been lost. In this example (Green), each concept in 
the ontology will have multiple relationships with 
other concepts. Adding the uncertainty value to the 
objects of the triples (Apple, Grass) will not solve the 
problem because these concepts might have 
relationships to other elements in the ontology. For 
example, in the triples {Apple – hasColor – Green}, 

{Apple – hasColor – Red}, {Grass – hasColor – 
Green}, the uncertainty triples associated with the 
(Apple, Grass) are {Apple – value – 0.6} and {Grass 
– value – 0.7}. These five triples will also lead to 
disassociation. The same convention applies if the 
uncertainty triples are associated with the 
relationships (e.g. “hasColor”).  

The disassociation problem can be tuned if the 
actual represented objects (Apple, Green, and so on) 
are encoded as classes and not as individuals and by 
using constructors, such as “intersectionOf” and 
‘UnionOf’ with these classes. The demonstration of 
this problem is shown in Figure 1. The objects in the 
figure cannot be represented as classes connected via 
hierarchical sub-super class relationships because the 
sub-super relationships carry out the classification 
task; however, in the visual domain, the hierarchy 
conducts the encapsulation task. The problem with 
such representation will arise when the visual 
ontology is integrated into the domain knowledge 
that intuitively will represent the objects as 
individuals according to the definition of ontology. 
This representation spoils the inferring process [11]. 

The utilization of triples as the basics of the 
ontology languages renders the construction of 
complex visual knowledge as non-trivial. Such 
difficulties have forced previous ontologization 
approaches to limit the represented knowledge to one 
feature to avoid the association problem. The 
association problem occurs when multiple features 
are used in the same ontology. Another problem, 
encoding problem, appears when classes are used in 
place of individuals in modern ontology languages. 

 
3.  Related Work 

 
Visual ontologization approach can be evaluated 

based on the following five criteria to solve the 
association and encoding problems: included visual 
components, utilized ontology components, 
ontology structure, utilized ontology 
representation, and utilized ontology reasoning. 
The visual components are the forms of visual 
knowledge that are represented by the ontology; 
these components include low-level features, object 
identities, content, and context information. The 
ontology structure enables the connectivity between 
the visual components and can be simple or 
advanced. The ontology structure has a major rule 
in the reasoning process. The included ontology 
components play a major rule in the quality and 
amount of the represented visual components. These 
components might be limited to classes and 
hierarchical relationships or might be extended to 
involve many components. The ontology 
representation can be general with or without 
restrictions using formal representation, which 

<owl:Class rdf:ID="Animal"> 
  <rdfs:subClassOf> 
        <owl:Class rdf:ID="Outdoor"/> 
     </rdfs:subClassOf> 

 </owl:Class> 

Animal            sub-Class-Of  Outdoor 

Means: 
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exhibits the advantages of preventing knowledge 
conflicts, allowing complex knowledge 
representation, and supporting reasoning. Ontology 
reasoning is used to predict knowledge from stated 
facts. These criteria affect the efficiency of the 
constructed ontology in two ways: the richness of 
visual knowledge and the capability to implement 
efficient reasoning. 

Existing visual knowledge ontology can be 
categorized into two groups: general and task-
oriented. These approaches are discussed with 
emphasis on ontology-discriminating criteria and 
capability to solve common problems. In the task-
oriented approach, Liu has developed a visual 
ontology for bird recognition, in which shape feature 
is used to represent the birds’ visual information 
[12]. The visual components of the developed 
ontology refer to the shape feature along with the 
birds’ identities. The ontology components of the 
developed ontology are classes that represent 
features, identities, and hierarchical relationships that 
connect the classes at various levels. The ontology 
structure is built by connecting the shape features 
encoded in classes with higher classes that represent 
the birds’ identities. The representation used to 
encode the ontology is a general-purpose graph. 
Reasoning makes use of the constructed hierarchical 
relationships. This ontology does not come across the 
association and encoding problem. Overall, the 
constructed ontology represents only a single low-
level feature, single object, and specific dataset for a 
given task [13]. Khan and Wang [14] and Torresani 
et al. [15] developed and used similar ontologies, 
which all fall under the task-oriented category and 
represent features, object identities, and specific 
dataset for a task.  

Penta et al. [11] constructed refined visual 
ontology based on a set of visual components, 
namely, spatial relationship, uncertainty of the 
concepts, association of low-level features, and 
object identity. The ontology components of the 
developed ontology are classes that represent both 
features and identities and the hierarchical 
relationships that connect classes at various levels. 
The ontology structure is built by connecting 
features that are encoded in classes with object 
identities that are represented by high-level classes. 
The hierarchical structure of the developed ontology 
is rich to some extent and facilitates reasoning. The 
representation used to encode the ontology is a 
general-purpose graph. This ontology does not come 
across the association and encoding problem. A 
similar approach was developed by Iakovidis et al. 
[16] and Minu et al. [17]  

Overall, task-oriented leaks standard representation 
(e.g., does not use standard representation languages) 
and does not enable general-purpose semantic-based 

processing and knowledge enrichment by which the 
knowledge can be realistic and rational. Moreover, 
encoding heterogeneous visual knowledge is difficult 
using graphs. Such ontologies have been used for 
specific applications.    

The general-purpose approach aims to construct an 
ontology that can be applied with a wide range of 
semantic-based techniques. A major contribution in 
this field is the ontologization of MPEG-7 [18]. 
MPEG-7 is an XML-based standard for describing 
the multimedia content. As an XML-based standard, 
MPEG-7 can establish a well-defined standard 
format for human understanding and machine 
manageability. Ontologization of MPEG-7 has 
produced a rich source for describing multimedia 
contents. The visual components included are the 
spatial relationships, uncertainty of the concepts, 
association of the low-level features, and object 
identities. The ontology components used are 
classes that represent the features, objects, and 
relationships which create the ontology structure. 
The disadvantages of using MPEG-7 ontologies are 
the inability to include domain-specific knowledge 
and enable knowledge enrichment as XML does not 
facilitate reasoning.  

Multimedia OWL (M-OWL), a formalism 
ontology language that supports the description of 
media contents based on MPEG-7, was developed. 
For the visual components, M-OWL considers the 
following different layers of knowledge abstraction 
in the multimedia data: the observable features (local 
and global) which are represented by MPEG-7 and 
the abstract knowledge (concept) which is 
represented by OWL language. Moreover, M-OWL 
considers Feature-to-Concept association, wherein 
features are associated with the corresponding 
concepts. Concept-to-Concept probability based on 
Bayesian theory has been also addressed [19],[20]. 
M-OWL sets a solid base for ontologizing the 
multimedia but exhibits the following disadvantages: 
low-level features are embedded in MPEG-7, which 
require a special mechanism that deals with MPEG-7 
structure; and the actual visual knowledge is encoded 
in the MPEG-7 and not in OWL, which gives a 
secondary role to OWL itself. Thus, M-OWL is 
bounded by the limited reasoning support of MPEG-
7 that is equal to the reasoning supported by a graph 
[21].  

In contrast to task-oriented ontologies, general 
visual ontologies enable general-purpose semantic-
based processing but do not fully enable knowledge 
enrichment and knowledge reasoning to make the 
knowledge realistic and rational. This limitation 
could be due to the fact that these ontologies do not 
use standard languages, such as RDF and OWL, 
which enable full reasoning capabilities. Table 1. 
shows the comparison between general and task-
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oriented approaches for ontologizing of visual 
knowledge. In conclusion, scholars must develop an 
ontology that optimizes the representation of the 
visual knowledge, allows efficient reasoning and 
enrichment, solves the association and encoding 
problems, and maximizes the usability.  

 
Table 1. Comparison between task-oriented and general 
purpose approaches for ontologizing the visual knowledge 
 

 Task Oriented General Purpose 
Visual 
Components 

Low-level 
features and 
object 
identities. 
Uncertainty 
relationships 
in few cases. 

Low-level 
features, object 
identities spatial 
relationships and 
content 
relationships.  

Ontology 
Structure 

Hierarchical 
with mostly 
two levels 
(features and 
objects). 

Hierarchical with 
mostly two levels 
(features and 
objects) 

Ontology 
Components 

Concepts 
(classes) and 
hierarchical 
relationships.  

Concepts 
(classes), 
hierarchical 
relationships and 
spatial 
relationships. 

Ontology 
Representations  

Graph-based. Standard ontology 
representation 
languages. 

Ontology 
Reasoning 

Non-standard 
(hierarchical 
only with 
uncertainty in 
few cases.  

Limited standard 
(hierarchical with 
uncertainty). 

 
4. Proposed Work 

 
This work aims to construct general-purpose 

ontology for solving the association and encoding 
problems while considering the five criteria 
discussed earlier. This paper proposes VDO, which is 
represented using OWL Lite. The considerations and 
goals of the VDO are listed as follows:  

 
• To ease the problem of visual recognition by 

dividing this problem into sub-problems. 
Subsequently, multiple-scale encoding of the 
visual information will be used and connected 
via a hierarchy as equivalent to the region 
merging mechanism used in image segmentation 
[22].  

 
 

• To control predicting by uncertainty values, 
which makes the predicting and the analysis 
process more accurate with an element of risk.   

• To solve the disassociation problem and to avoid 
the encoding problem discussed earlier.  

 
The components of the constructed VDO are: 
 

• Metadata: identifies the ontology components 
(classes, relationships, and properties) and 
creates the structure of the underlying ontology. 

• Visual knowledge: the facts in the visual 
domain, obtaining, and encoding using the pre-
defined metadata. 

• Enrichment procedure: the process of 
integrating the domain knowledge to the visual 
knowledge at the individual’s level 

• Rules: the reasoning mechanism. 
 
 

4.1. VDO Metadata 
 
The metadata for the VDO are built using the 

following OWL-Lite ontology components: classes, 
individuals, relationship, properties, constructors, and 
axioms. The core elements of the metadata are made 
up of classes. The utilized classes are of scale 
variety, which are ordered from low-scale to high 
scale, as follows: Feature, Blob, Object, Region, 
Scene, and Domain. A VDO class of low-order 
indicates single real-object or part of an object in a 
visual domain, whereas a class in the high-order 
refers to a region or a scene which contains a group 
of objects that share the characteristic of being in the 
same spatial space (e.g. complete scene). These 
classes are represented in OWL-Lite by using the 
owl:class tag. Only Feature class is associated with 
sub-classes; each represents a single feature type, 
such as shape, texture, and so on. The 
rdfs:subClassOf  tag connects a sub-class to its 
super-class.  

 

Table 2. presents the metadata class components of 
VDO. Individuals are used to represent the actual 
objects that belong to a class. Figure 3. shows an 
example of the VDO classes in OWL-Lite with 
enriched facts represented in individuals. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Example of Object and Feature Classes with 
Enriched Facts Represent using an “Object” Individual 
 
 

<owl:Class rdf:ID="Object"/> 
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Shape"> 
  <rdfs:subClassOf> 
               <owl:Class rdf:ID="Feature"/> 
     </rdfs:subClassOf> 
 </owl:Class> 
<Object rdf:ID="Apple"> Fact 

Metadat
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Table 2. The class elements of the VDO Metadata 
 

Name/ 
Descriptio
n 

Usability OWL 
Element 

Feature/ 
low-level 
features 

It is used to describe blobs, 
objects, regions and scenes. 
Examples: Shape, Color.. 
etc. 

owl:class 
rdf:ID="F
eature" 

Blob/ part 
of object. 

It is used to describe another 
blob or an object. However, 
several blobs may combine 
together to represent another 
blob. Blobs are mainly 
described by low level 
features. 

owl:class 
rdf:ID=" 
blob " 

Object/ 
real-object 

Represents a real object. 
Multiple objects represent a 
scene and can be located in 
a specific region. Object is 
described by low-level 
features or blobs, or both. 

owl:class 
rdf:ID="O
bject" 

Region/ 
meaningfu
l region in 
the space. 

Region in the space, several 
regions combined to 
represent a scene. 
Region is described by low-
level global features, and 
objects. 

owl:class 
rdf:ID="R
egion" 

Scene Scene is described by low-
level Global features, and 
items. 

owl:class 
rdf:ID="S
cene" 

Domain/ 
domain of 
interest. 

Domain is described using 
one or more scene. 

owl:class 
rdf:ID="D
omain" 

 
The scale variety classes are connected to each 

other to create a hierarchy of features-blobs-objects-
scenes, which allows smooth prediction and 
recognition by fact flooding. Transitive relationships 
with the name Located-in have been identified to 
create a hierarchical structure in the VDO. A 
relationship Contain is created as an inverse to the 
relationship Located-in. The relationship Contain 
allows propagation in the inverse direction. 
Intuitively, the inverse of the transitive is also 
transitive. The relationship Located-in is associated 
with several sub-relations; each relation connects two 
classes of different scales. These sub-relationships 
are as follows: Feature-Located-in relationship 
connects feature to higher-scale classes, more 
specifically blobs. A blob-Located-in relationship 
connects blobs to objects and other high-order 
classes. Object-Located-in relationship connects 
object to regions and scene. The sub-relationships are 
identified in OWL using rdfs:subPropertyOf  tag. 
The inverse relationship of Located-in, Contain 
relationship is also associated with sub-relationships 
inverse to the sub-relationships of Located in, which 
are as follows: Contain-Feature, Contain-Blob, and 
Contain-Object. Using OWL, the hierarchical 

relationships are identified using owl:ObjectProperty 
tag and the inverse relationships are identified using 
owl:inverseOf tag. These relationships are 
summarized in Table 3. Figure 4. shows an example 
of the VDO classes and their hierarchical 
relationships in OWL-Lite with enriched facts. 

The content relations connect individuals 
belonging to classes of scales identical (seldom of 
different scales) to each other. In the constructed 
VDO, the content relationships are captured by the 
spatial relations, which encode the matrix directions 
of left, right, bottom, and top. The relationship 
Adjacent-to is identified in VDO with four sub-
relations that represent four directions, and their 
inverse relationships are also identified and used in 
VDO, as follows: Top-of and its inverse Bottom-of, 
the Left-of relationship and its inverse Right-of. In 
OWL these relationships are identified using 
owl:ObjectProperty tag. The sub-relationships are 
identified in OWL using rdfs:subPropertyOf tag. The 
inverse relationships are identified in OWL using 
owl:inverseOf tag. These relationships are 
summarized in Table 4.    
 

 
 

Figure 4: Example of Object and Feature Classes with 
Enriched Facts Connected with Hierarchical 

Relationships  

 
Table 3. The hierarchical relationships elements of the 
VDO Metadata 
 
Name/ 
Description 

Usability OWL Element 

Located-in/ 
hierarchy 
relation 

Relationship that 
connects the scale 
variety classes. 

owl:ObjectProperty 
rdf:ID="Located-in" 

Contain/ 
hierarchy 
relation 

Inverse relationship 
of ‘Located-in’ 

owl:ObjectProperty 
rdf:ID="Contain" 

 
Table 4. The content relationships elements of the VDO 
Metadata 
 
Name/ 
Description 

Usability OWL Element 

Adjacent/ 
content 
relation 

Relationship that 
connects the classes 
of similar scale. 

owl:ObjectProperty 
rdf:ID="Adjacent-
to" 

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="Contain-Feature"> 
  <rdfs:subPropertyOf> 
           <owl:TransitiveProperty rdf:about="#Contain"/> 
  </rdfs:subPropertyOf> 
  <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Feature"/> 
  <owl:inverseOf> 
     <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="Feature-Located-in"/> 
  </owl:inverseOf> 

</owl:ObjectProperty> 
<Object. rdf:ID="Apple"> 

   <Contain-Feature> 
          < Shape rdf:resource="#Circle"/> 
  </Contain-Feature> 

</Object.> 
 

Fact 
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Multiple types of low-level features are utilized in 
the visual ontology (such as color and texture); each 
feature is a sub-class of the Feature class. The values 
of these features, which will be connected to visual 
objects, are encoded as properties. The association 
between the values of the low-level feature and the 
real objects must be tied with an uncertainty value. 
Similarly, the association of objects to each other 
using the Located-in and Adjacent-to relationships 
should also be tied with uncertainty value. The 
uncertainty value describes the degree of belief 
associated with some relationships. To solve the 
association problem and avoid the encoding problem, 
the VDO uses a complex class, a notion of 
anonymous individuals, and complex relationships. 

 In a single triple, the subject and relationship are 
defined typically; the object of the triple is a complex 
class, which encapsulates the object itself and the 
uncertainty using another triple. Thus, two triples are 
overlapped to allow the five tuples to be represented 
using the RDF triples. Consider the following 
example: the two following five tuples {Apple 
hasColor Green hasUncertainty 0.6}, {Apple 
hasColor Red hasUncertainty 0.6} and {Grass 
hasColor Green hasUncertainty 0.7} are represented 
in VDO using the following triples for the first tuple: 
{Apple hasComplexClass UnnamedClass1}, 
{UnnamedClass1 hasColor Green}, 
{UnnamedClass1 hasUncertainty 0.6} The following 
triples for the second tuple: {Apple hasComplexClass 
UnnamedClass2}, {UnnamedClass2 hasColor Red} 
and {UnnamedClass2 hasUncertainty 0.4}. The 
following triples for the third tuple: {Grass 
hasComplexClass UnnamedClass3}, 
{UnnamedClass3 hasColor Green} and 
{UnnamedClass3 hasUncertainty 0.7}. The 
“UnnamedClass” is a typical class in OWL that is 
defined using owl:class tag. In VDO, various 
complex classes are defined, as follows: Complex-
Feature, Complex-Blob, Complex-Object, and 
Complex-Region. Similarly, the “hasComplexClass” 
is a typical relationship in OWL that is defined using 
owl:ObjectProperty tag. The complex relationships 
in VDO are: Contain-Complex-Feature, Contain-
Complex-Blob, and Contain-Complex-Object. 

Overall, this representation enlarges the ontology 
extensively and increases the unnecessary naming for 
the complex classes. To solve this problem, the VDO 
makes use of the notion of Anonymous instance, 
which is provided by the ontology language OWL to 
eliminate the unnecessary naming. Therefore, each 
instance of the complex class is an anonymous 
instance which has no name as represented in the 
previous triples using ‘UnnamedClass1’ and 
‘UnnamedClass2’. The uncertainty property is given 
in Table 5. The structure of the complex classes is 
illustrated in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5. Structure of classes’ metadata 

 
Table 5. The uncertainty element of the VDO Metadata 
 

Name/ 
Description 

Usability OWL Element 

Uncertainty Property that is 
combined with 
other properties and 
relationships. 

owl:DatatypeProperty 
rdf:ID="Uncertainty" 

 
Figure 6. illustrates a part of VDO metadata with 

facts. Figure 7. illustrates a part of the VDO for fruit 
domain visualized using TGViz. 1  

 

 
Figure 6: Part of VDO using OWL 

                                                           
1 http://users.ecs.soton.ac.uk/ha/TGVizTab/ 

<Object rdf:ID="Apple"> 
    <Contain-Complex-Feature> 
        <Complex-Feature> 
             <Contain-Feature> 
                  <Color rdf:ID="Red"/> 
             </Contain-Feature> 
            <Uncertainty  
            rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema  
             #float"> 0.3 </Uncertainty> 
      </Complex-Feature> 
    </Contain-Complex-Feature> 
    <Contain-Complex-Feature> 
      <Complex-Feature> 
         <Uncertainty rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org 
          /2001/XMLSchema #float">0.6</Uncertainty> 
     <Contain-Feature rdf:resource="#Green"/> 
    </Complex-Feature> 
  </Contain-Complex-Feature> 
  <rdf:type rdf:resource="#Fruit"/> 
 </Object.> 
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Figure 7. Visualization of VDO Metadata and  

Facts using TGViz 
 

4.2. VDO Overall Structure with Example 
 

Figure 8. illustrates a simple VDO example that 
represents visual facts acquired from a single image 
(image acquired from pascal [23]). The hierarchical 
structure is built using the relationships Located-in. 
The lower classes are parts of the higher one. 
Moreover, some of the classes can be Located-in 
other components with the same scale, especially for 
blobs. As such, several blobs can be combined to 
form another blob, and so on. Using such ontology in 
recognition process, a blob is recognized/predicted 
through a given color. A higher-scale object that is 
connected to that region can be recognized/predicted 
sequentially. As shown in Figure 8., the leg in the 
structure, which attaches to the human and animal, 
can infer the nature-scene in a Bottom-up flooding 
mechanism.  

 

 
Figure 8. Structure of classes’ metadata for specific image 

 
 

4.3. Ontology Enrichment and Domain Knowledge 
 

Semantic image processing through the extracted 
visual data (low-level features, spatial relationships, 
and content information) remains inaccurate in a 

general sense. The context knowledge can aid in 
disambiguating objects from one another. For 
example, if a soccer field is recognized, then the 
ambiguity of an object can be resolved to a person 
not a scarecrow; having recognized a person in a 
soccer field, the person may be further categorized as 
a player or referee, and so on. The context 
knowledge is represented in domain-specific 
ontology. The individuals in the domain knowledge, 
according to the ontology formalism, are the real 
objects which are also the same as in the case of the 
developed visual ontology. Thus, the VDO integrates 
the domain knowledge with the visual knowledge at 
the individual level.  

The set of the classes in the domain-specific 
ontology is referred to as the abstract type, 
comparing to the scale variety classes for the visual 
ontology. The hierarchy of the abstract classes is 
carried out in the classification relationships. For 
example, the triple {Pets – subClassOf – Animal} 
represents a relationship between pets and animals. If 
the triple {Cat – instanceOf – Pets} exists in the 
domain ontology, and the triple {Cat – instanceOf – 
Object} exists in the visual ontology, then the 
integration of the visual and domain-specific 
ontologies occurred at ‘Cat’ node. Thus, the VDO 
will have Cat as an object, and cat is a pet, and pet is 
a subclass of animal.  

 
4.4. Reasoning 

 

Reasoning is used to extract knowledge that is not 
explicitly stated in the ontology or verify some 
assertions. OWL and most of the semantic web 
ontology languages are based on description logic 
and first-order logic. Thus, OWL uses a set of first-
order rules/formula to reason about the elements of 
the ontology. For the VDO, most common reasoning 
rules that are required are presented in Table 6. These 
rules are simplified to allow easy implementation and 
avoid conflictions.  Reasoning about the context is 
based on the ‘InstanceOf’ and ‘subClassOf’ Axioms, 
which allow transitive propagation between the 
physical objects of the scale variety classes and the 
knowledge in the abstract type. Reasoning about the 
spatially-connected classes is based on the transitive 
relationship ‘Located-in’ and the developed notion of 
complex classes. This reasoning is combined with a 
probability calculation. However, the theory of 
probability-based reasoning is not addressed in this 
work and left to be determined based on the task at 
hand. Bayesian theory and Markov chain can be used 
for this purpose. Moreover, more reasoning rules 
may be added subsequently as needed.  
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Table 6. Reasoning Rules 
 

Name/ 
Description 

OWL Element Usability 

Transitive 
Property 

(Pro.Rdf:type 
owl:TransitivePropert
y)^ (X Pro. Y) ^ (Y 
Pro. Z) à (X Pro. Z) 

Recognize round 
shape lead to 
recognize car.  
(Located-in Rdf:type 
owl:TransitivePropert
y)^ (feature:Round 
Located-in  Wheel) ^ 
(Wheel Located-in 
Car) à (Round 
Located-in Car) 

Inverse 
Property 

(Pro. InverseOf 
Pro.2)^ (X Pro. Y) à 
(Y Pro.2 X) 

(Located-in inverseOf 
Contain) ^ (Round 
Located-in Car) à 
(Car Contain Round)  

subClassOf (X subClassOf Y) ^ (Y 
subClassOf Z) à (X 
subClassOF Z) 

(Color subClassOf 
feature) ^ (Feature 
subClassOF 
Descriptor) à (Color 
subClassOf 
Descriptor) 

Instance of (I instanceOf X) ^ (X 
subClassOf Y) à (I 
instanceOf Y) 

(farmer instanceOf 
Human) ^ (Human 
subClassOF Creature) 
à (farmer 
sinstanceOf Creature) 

 
5. Implication 

 
The practical utilization of the proposed VDO is 

subject to the availability of annotated image dataset 
and domain ontology. First, the metadata, classes, 
and other components are represented using OWL-
support tools and APIs such as JENA [24] or Protégé 
[25]. Second, the labels in the image dataset are 
utilized with the OWL metadata as follows: The top-
level labels in the images (e.g. those representing 
complete sense or sub-scene names) are added as 
individuals to the class scene. The individuals of the 
scene and sub-scene classes are connected via the 
established relationships located-in. Next, the labels 
of the objects in the images are added as individuals 
of the class object. The same process is then applied 
for the object-parts which are added as individuals of 
the class blob. Third, the image features for each 
label are extracted and initially saved in a table, and 
an uncertainty value is mined for each. The features 
and the uncertainty values are then attached to the 
ontology as explained earlier. Fourth, the spatial and 
content relationships are extracted and saved, 
associated with or without uncertainty value, and 
then attached to the ontology. Finally, the ontology is 
linked to the domain ontology; WordNet [26] can be 
used for this purpose.  

The prediction/recognition of image labels is 
implemented by an over-segment of an input image 
with unknown labels. Features are extracted from 
each segment. The recognition/predicting process is 
performed over the VDO by using the flooding 

mechanism over the scale variety classes. The 
flooding process is started by matching the extracted 
low-level features with the features in the VDO. If 
the matched features are associated with blobs, the 
recognized blobs are led to recognize individuals of 
classes at higher scale. Otherwise, if the matched 
features are associated with objects and scenes, then 
a flooding is not needed. As individuals of different 
scales classes are recognized, a repeated flooding 
process can be implemented to extract the final 
individuals and use them to label the input image. 
Figures 9. and 10. illustrate the flow chart for 
construction and predicting phases respectively. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Construction phase of the VDO 
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 Figure 10. Predicting phase in VDO 
 

6. Conclusion 
 
Existing ontologies in the visual domain use 

general-purpose forms for ontology representation 
that do not allow formal representation, robust 
reasoning or enrichment for the represented 
knowledge. For an efficient representation and 
reasoning of complex visual knowledge, and to 
facilitate knowledge extension, sharing, and reuse, a 
formal ontology language such as OWL should be 
used. However, the simplicity of the OWL encoding, 
embodied in triples, renders the utilization of OWL 
in representing complex visual knowledge as non-
trivial.  

This paper proposes VDO using OWL-Lite. The 
VDO represents visual facts in a specific domain 
using the standard ontology representation OWL. 
The VDO passes through two execution phases: 
construction phase and inferring phase. In the 
construction phase, the visual components contain 
scale variety chain of classes that represent feature, 
object, and scene. As such, the low-level features are 
represented and linked to blobs; parts of an object are 
linked to their object identities; and objects of a 
scene are linked to the scene identity through 
hierarchical relationships. As for the ontology 
components, the visual components of features-
blobs-objects-scenes are represented in OWL classes. 
These classes relate to hierarchical relationships that 
create the ontology structure. The components are 
also linked to each other through non-hierarchical 
content and contextual relationships.  

 
 
 

Generally, the proposed VDO solved the problems 
of the previous works by enabling general purpose 
semantic-based processing, knowledge enrichment, 
and knowledge reasoning by which the knowledge 
can be more realistic and rational. The advantages of 
the VDO over existing ontologies are as follows: this 
ontology provides a standard representation of the 
visual knowledge using OWL and enables the 
representation of complex relationships (uncertainty, 
spatial, and contextual) in a single structure, thereby 
enabling advanced inferring and predicting process. 
VDO enables general-purpose semantic-based image 
processing and fully enables knowledge enrichment 
and knowledge reasoning by which the knowledge 
can be more realistic and rational. VDO provides a 
standard manner to represent visual knowledge using 
OWL, a standard language that is built on top of 
RDF and has well-defined syntax and semantics that 
allows for easy representation and reasoning process. 
Using a standard representation also eases the 
interpretability of complex information (uncertainty, 
spatial, and contextual information). Such 
representation of complex knowledge in a single 
source enables efficient inferring and predicting 
process. Subsequently, the contributions of this paper 
encompass using a standard language, OWL, to 
represent non-standard visual knowledge and 
defining the rules for inferring from such 
representation.  
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